WE KNOW YOUR WORLD!
WE HELP YOU GROW...
www.successpartner.in

We Connect You
to the Right People!
We at Success Partner Consultants, help our clients develop their long-term staffing strategies and
to secure the best qualified employees they need to meet the unique challenges they face. We
understand our client’s world as most of our employees and leadership team are having past
professional career with large corporate entities, so we help them grow efficiently.
We build long-lasting relationships with talents, offering them continuity through successive
placements, training and career development. We don't just provide jobs, we build careers.
Success Partner aspires to become a leader in the industry by providing a long term relationship
with clients offering with permanent placement/staffing, contract staff, outsourcing contract to
hire, campus/off campus hiring.
With our in-depth industry experience, extensive resources, we provide overall & effective HR
solutions.
What We Do
Understanding our client requirements, we provide 360 degrees solutions for the different
verticals:
?
Permanent Placements/Staffing
?
Contract Staffing/Outsourcing
?
Contract to Hire
?
Executive Search/Headhunting
?
Campus Hiring
?
Training and Wellness Workshops
?
Learning Services
?
Professional and Accredited Accounting
?
IT Staffing and Consulting
?
Financial Staffing and Auditing
?
Background Verification

We are
Success Partner
Consultants.

We Build
CAREERS!

Why
Success Partners?
Our team is composed of professionals from IT/BFSI/Telecom consulting backgrounds, so we have a
deep understanding of the Industry and their needs. We partner with senior technologists and
professionals from different domains and technological backgrounds with strong networks to
identify proven talent.
We work closely with the hiring managers to get a good understanding of engagements, projects
and specific skills set needs. We target the appropriate talent pool, and even attract candidates
from other geographical locations.
Key Strengths
?
Sound technical & domain knowledge and hands on exposure in large corporates.
?
Better understanding of the end users' mindset.
?
Dedicated account managers and functional experts.
?
Directors' past professional career with large corporate entities.
?
Multicity network with senior professionals for key talent search.
?
Pan India presence.
?
Consulting with innovative and effective practices, creating value for clients.
?
TAT oriented services with dedicated account managers.
?
Exclusive database and market intelligence particularly on the IT domain.
?
Software and process driven workflow to ensure flawless delivery and complete accountability.
?
Large pool of Pan India referral panel by virtue of our corporate network powered by our online

interface.

It's not
about Ideas.
It's about
making Ideas

Happen!

Our Services
Portfolio!

Staffing
Services

Success Partner provides ready resources / professionals to provide short-term or long-term associates. When
you utilize contractual resources from Success Partner, they'll be on our payroll. The contractual resources get
all benefits (medical, vacation pay, holidays, etc.) by Success Partner and there is no unemployment cost to the
client company. We effectively assess and develop skills, keeping our associates ahead of the curve, so they can
get the jobs done each time, every time. Contractual staffing lays the benefit of hiring employees you might
have to lay off during the next downturn.
Contractual staffing benefits into: Increased productivity, timely placement of resources, no additional
compensation or unemployment costs, reduced overtime costs, faster completion of special projects, less
overtime for regular employees, fewer core employees, greatly reduces cost, paperwork and HR functions.

At Success Partner, we provide permanent recruitment workforce solutions with proven expertise in
recruiting, assessing and qualifying candidates for permanent openings. Our process delivers on-the-job
success for the long term.

Recruitment
Services

Learning
Services

We provide the agility businesses need with a continuum of staffing solutions. By leveraging our trusted
brands, we have built a deeper talent pool to provide our clients access to the people they need, faster. We
effectively assess and develop skills, keeping our associates ahead of the curve, so they can get the jobs done
each and every time. Success Partner has a professional network and team of highly experienced talent
acquisition experts who engage in the executive search service for our customers. We firmly believe that
success lies in hiring the right leadership, which is why we have invested a lot in building our head hunting
search capabilities.

We provide technology and domain specific trainings by industry experts in class room and in distant mode as
well. Course contents are customized based on the client's specific needs and often conducted at the client's
own premises. We provide specialized industry oriented training to the fresh graduates in our finishing schools
to bridge the gap between theoretical knowledge and corporate demands.
We also conduct wellness workshops. Overall, wellness is the ability to live life to the fullest and to maximize
personal potential. Our approach is highly systematic, concerted and logic-driven. Moreover we work in a
phase-wise maneuver. Our team offers clients a truly unique experience.

Campus
Hiring

Apart from Mid-Level and Senior Level Success Partner help clients in freshers hiring. The off campus hiring
program help clients to get talented certified trained fresher from different colleges as per their requirements.
Finding the right candidates at the bottom of pyramid is challenging for most clients, we provide recruiting
expertise to locate top talent in this segment that possesses the skills necessary to succeed in a tough,
competitive environment.
We approach each search with sound processes, assessments, screening procedures and technologies in order
to deliver measurable results.

Change is
Inevitable.
Personal
Growth is a

Choice!

Meet the Team!
Malaya Khandelwal
Malaya has been a leader in Engineering simulation and has been at the helm of
affairs in academia. Having worked for GRI Chicago as a Research Engineer for
over 8 years & subsequently as an independent consultant, he also developed a
mentoring outfit, training IIT JEE aspirants in the precincts of the setup.

Mainak Bagchi
He is a Business Process and IT Expert and has over 10 years of professional
experience with Tier one IT consulting company in which 7 years of global
exposure with the Top Tier corporate in the leading countries. He has Global
recruitment experience for last 7 years.

Kapil Chowdhary
A successful businessman with a proven track record and has 15 years of rich
experience in business with large in country and off shore companies . He is an
expert of business process, cross country regulations and system automation .

Gautam Mukherjee
An Experienced IITian with 3 decades of experience as bureaucrat with Govt. of
India and as a Technocrat with tier 1 Multinationals. Strong industry network
with sound domain knowledge.

Testimonials
“Success Partner entire team is doing a great job in supporting me on WCS requirements in India. You all have been quickly able to grasp the niche skill
requirements pertaining to various practices of our consulting business and have been constantly able to deliver in the high pressure situations. The quality of
profiles shared by team is usually very good and is appreciated by the business. For an extremely demanding business like consulting it is essential to always be
on the top of things and I must say that Success Partner team is able deliver things on time without compromising on the quality. Thanks a lot for your
tremendous support all through the way!!!”
- Anvesh Apale, Manager HR (Tier 1 IT Company)

“I really appreciate the help I got from Success Partner. Team always helped me through the entire process; I do remember when I called them in the midnight
from Mumbai to ask about transport, they were very friendly and helpful in their co-operation I would really like to refer all my known professional people to
Success Partner.”
- Amit Roy – Architect (Tier 1 IT Company)

“I am very thankful to the entire team of Success Partners who put up this amazing effort in understanding the business needs so well. Looking forward to such
hard work and wonderful team effort to close the other requirements as well, on priority! Cheers!“
- Ritu Shrivastava – HR, Hiring Team (IT MNC)

“It was quite a professional and an efficient approach to my recruitment process from beginning to the end. Team provided a professional experience with
their personal touch and as for which I would naturally recommend Success Partners” - Alok Singh - Manager Corporate Communication (Top tier IT MNC)

“I really thank Success partner who helped me to get the perfect opportunity. Team provided very nice cooperation, coordination and authentic information
which created a full trust on them for a job search. Thanks once again to Success partner and team to make things happen. I recommend everyone to go ahead
with Success Partner for a great success in their dream job search.”
- Kundan Badhe - SAP Team Lead (Tier 1 French MNC)

Success Partner is one of the leading organizations in this industry with very impressive growth .We wish to mention that we are highly impressed by your
professional approach with a social touch in your functioning. Keep it up.
- Shital Gawande - HRM , Recruitment (Global IT MNC)

"A highly professional, efficient approach to recruitment. Absolutely flawless service, I would highly recommend "Success Partner", working for 9 years in the
F & A Domain, this was by far the best interaction I have had with a consulting team. I wish you all the very best for the future”
- CA Amit Kr. Jaiswal - Reconciliation Manager (Global IT MNC)

“Working with Success Partner has proven to be one of the best decisions we have made in our professional career. The organization was always able to
provide us with timely and expedient results. Furthermore, any time an issue arose or we had a question, they were always available or quick to answer our
prompts. I highly recommend success Partner. Success Partner has worked tirelessly on our staffing needs over the past several years. I know when we receive
a candidate's resume from them that they have been fully screened for our core values and matching skill sets. Success Partner has been my "go to" person for
years. We know we can depend on the organization skills follow through and don't have to worry about incomplete deliverables." We are very impressed with
their professionalism and communication skills.
- Naveen N Manager HR (Tier 1 French MNC)

“A very BIG Thanks to You and Success Partner for helping me to get an exciting opportunity and move to a better role in my career. You have been proactive and
diligent and assisted me during each stage of the recruitment process. I am extremely pleased by your professionalism and transparency during the entire
cycle.”
- Surendra Nath Mallick- Senior Manager (Tier 1 IT MNC)

I want to thank the whole team for helping me to start my career with a French IT Tier 1 Level company. I believe my success is due to yours sincere support and
mentorship. You were God sent for me.The pre assessments and then the prompt interview call was very encouraging for a fresher like me. Success Partner is
the one who helped me to find my place in IT, a career I had always dreamt of.
- Breeti Sarkar (Fresher placed at Tier 1 French MNC through Campus Hiring)
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